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Wrong displays of DateTime fields from PostgreSQL to KNIME 
 

It seems that when reading datetime fields from PostgreSQL into KNIME they are displayed wrongly. 

 We are using KNIME 2.12.1 and PostgreSQL 9.4 

 Our time zone: UTC 

 

 Our problem: Original data (UTC) and data in local time (Europe/London) appear to be the 

same (regardless of the type of time zone correction we use in the connector node).  

 Previous evidence: It seems that a bug was reported some time ago (using KNIME 2.7.4), but 

the problem persists: 

https://tech.knime.org/forum/knime-general/bug-wrong-display-of-date-and-time-fields-

read-from-postgresql 

PostgreSQL: 
Table creation: 

CREATE TABLE public.fnt_readings_110098713 

( 

lak_ref integer, 

  meterid character varying(255), 

  readingdatetime timestamp with time zone, 

  reading integer, 

  estimatedreading boolean 

) 

WITH ( 

  OIDS=FALSE 

); 

 

When the table is created “readingdatetime” is defined as timestamp with time zone which is stored internally 

as UTC (see below). 

 

https://tech.knime.org/forum/knime-general/bug-wrong-display-of-date-and-time-fields-read-from-postgresql
https://tech.knime.org/forum/knime-general/bug-wrong-display-of-date-and-time-fields-read-from-postgresql
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Query and results: 

 

 “readingdatetime” is displayed in UTC and it is equal to the next column “GMT”. 

 “BST” column goes one hour forward for the whole year. 

 “localtime” (using Europe/London time zone): on the 31/03/2013 at 01:00 am (when the 

clock goes forward 1 hour), we have: 01:00 UTC/GMT and 02:00 local time (which is 

correct). 

All of these results are what one would expect. 

We are interested in working with UTC and local time (blue arrows). The rest of the columns are just 

to confirm that our results are correct and to compare with KNIME. 

Knime: 
From KNIME we connect to the database selecting as timezone correction: UTC 
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We run the same query as we did in PostgreSQL : 

 

However the results are different from the ones we obtained in PostgreSQL: 
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 Column “readingdatetime” differ from GMT or UCT after 02:00 am. This is surprising as in 

theory the three columns are in the same time zone. 

 Column “BST” reports “readingdatetime” + 01 before the clock changes at 01:00 am (which 

is correct), but it has the same time as “readingdatetime” after 01:00 am (when in theory 

should keep the extra hour along the year). 

 “localtime” column (Europe/London) is exactly the same than “readingdatetime” column 

(when it shouldn’t as local time should increase one hour when the clock go forward on the 

31/03/2013 at 01:00 am). 

Therefore, all columns display wrong dates regardless of the time zone selected. Any of this is an 

issue when using PostgreSQL, but it is a problem in KNIME.  

If instead of using No correction (UTC) option when we connect to the database in KNIME, we select 

Europe/London time zone: 
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The following results are obtained: 

 

As happened before, columns “readingdatetime” and “localtime” are exactly the same (when they 

shouldn’t), but now it seems they are in Europe/London time zone: on the 31/03/2013 there is a 

jump from 00:45 to 02:00 am (there is no 01:00 am). The rest of the columns present the same 

pattern as earlier (but now with a jump from 00:45 to 02:00 am). 

Conclusion: 
It seems that KNIME read the data from PostgreSQL as it is specified in the database connector 

node. However, when we want to see the data in a different time zone, the results provided by 

KNIME are incorrect.  
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Questions: 
 Why is “readingdatetime” not displayed as the same value as “UTC” or “GMT” in KNIME 

(when UTC is specified in the connector node)? 

 Why BST adds an hour only for half of the year (and not for the whole year, when BST is 

defined as a timezone (=GMT+1) and “Europe/London” should be the timezone equating to 

“local time” (i.e. =GMT(=UTC+0) until BST begins, then BST (=UTC+1) while BST in active. 

 What should we do if we want to get the same results than in PostgreSQL? In particular, if 

we want to have a column in UTC and a column in local time? 


